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Venice Announces Winners

The general consensus is that the films in this

year’s Venice programme were strong arthouse

offerings, and in fact stronger ...

Cigarettes on Screen: Do Actors Really
Smoke in Movies

While smoking is a terribly unhealthy habit,

there’s something about it that automatically

makes a person feel cool.  Especially when ...

Breaking Fast

…along with all the natural sweetness, the

realistically flawed characters, and the

pleasing matter-of-factness that the gay scene

is treated ...

Trailer (Australian): 2067

Following its US trailer launch earlier this

week to coincide with US release, here's a new,

more revealing trailer for ...

The 100 Best Australian Films Of The
New Millennium

In August, the BBC released its list of The 21st

Century’s 100 Greatest Films…and there were

only two Aussie films ...

2020 INDIAN FILM
FESTIVAL OF MELBOURNE
GOES AHEAD
RESCHEDULING TO
OCTOBER 30 – NOVEMBER
7
This month the festival kickstarts a brand-new event,

the IFFM FILM CLUB featuring some of the finest

filmmakers in India, discussing their films.

Indian Film Festival of MelbourneIndian Film Festival of Melbourne

The Indian Film Festival of Melbourne today announced that this year’s festival will

go ahead with dates rescheduled from August to late 2020 due to the ongoing Covid-

19 pandemic.

IFFM 2020’s program will be devised in line with public health guidance with plans

for a compact schedule taking place over a week from October 30 to November 7. The

festival is retaining the Short Film Competition and the popular dance competition

(to be held on October 31, pending easing of restrictions) but the much anticipated

IFFM Awards Gala will be postponed till 2021. More details of festival highlights will

be announced shortly.

An exciting new innovation to the festival this year, in response to current

challenges and opportunities, is the IFFM Film Club where fans of Indian movies can

enrol for a virtual masterclass with leading filmmakers discussing their works in

detail. This exciting new event is facilitated by noted journalist Rajeev Masand.

Functioning like a book club, the festival asks participants to watch a classic film,

and they then have an opportunity to discuss the film at the virtual film club with

the filmmaker. The virtual talks are open for registration to festival goers and

accommodate 100 early bird users.

Previously, the festival has hosted masterclasses with acclaimed filmmakers

including Raju Hirani, Rani Mukherjee, Karan Johar, Rima Das, Zoya Akhtar, Onir,

Vijay Sethupathi, Nag Ashwin, Kabir Khan and many others. With the launch of this

year’s Film Club, IFFM continues to celebrate the spirit of diversity through cinema.

IFFM Festival Director Mitu Bhowmick Lange said, “This is a unique intimate way

for film lovers to stay engaged, entertained and educated while at home in these

unprecedented times. We already have a strong line up of filmmakers from various

parts of India. Well-known film journalist Rajeev Masand will moderate the session

as he opens the film and its maker to a world of questions from curious fans.”

Minister for Creative Industries Martin Foley said: “Social distancing doesn’t mean

social disconnection and through the screen we can continue to be inspired by

stories and perspectives from across the globe. I applaud the Indian Film Festival of

Melbourne team for its commitment to continuing to bring the IFFM spirit to film

lovers and for pivoting to a new model for 2020 in response to these challenging

times.”

In 2019 the Indian Film Festival of Melbourne celebrated its tenth anniversary.In

February this year pre-Covid, IFFM hosted an event in Mumbai where Bollywood

superstar Shah Rukh Khan awarded the four-year scholarship named after him to

Gopika Kottantharayil Bhasi from Thrissur (Kerala), as a part of the festival’s long

association with Melbourne’s La Trobe University.  Now faced with restrictions and

new opportunities the  IFFM team is working hard to develop new exciting elements

to the year’s festival while ensuring the safety of festival attendees.. Stay tuned for

more exciting announcements.

iffm.com.au
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